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About This Content

Access to this DLC (The Hungry Witch) will be granted upon release (TBA 2019).

Explore the ways of protecting the baby from supernatural entity in a Balinese culture. Learn how to repel and fight the entity to
keep the baby away from danger.

A family just moved to a remote area in Bali Island following the husband who is a Balinese local. A new mother, Jessica,
decides to stay at home alone with her baby when the husband is away. While doing the house chores, she hears the baby cries
for no exact reasons in the other room. Little does she knows, a supernatural creature that preys on newborn babies, comes to
her house that night. She forgets to put a Barong mask next to her baby’s crib, which makes her losing protection from such

entity. Jessica then, must find a way to keep herself and her newborn baby safe from Leak’s haunt.

Experience the authentic Balinese setting and culture while finding a way to keep the newborn baby safe from the witch who
turns herself into a Leak during the dead moon night.

Features:

Atmospheric horror in a remote area of Bali Island, Indonesia.

Multiple endings depending on the choices player made during the playthrough.

Unique Balinese culture references regarding baby’s protection.
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Timed events which enable the playtime and events triggered via time.
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Title: Pamali: Indonesian Folklore Horror - The Hungry Witch
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
StoryTale Studios
Publisher:
Maple Whispering Limited
Release Date: 27 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7200U CPU @ 2.50Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 940MX

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I hate this game. It is no fun.. Thanks for not taking this off steam (yet). I'm usually not a big fan of games like this, where you
stand and shoot at moving targets. I do really like this game though, just the way the enemies look and the feel of the game is
really fun to me. For $5 especially, I'm very impressed. Had 5 people taking turns getting high scores, everyone was addicted to
it. I wish I knew how people got such amazing scores in this game, though, lol! In survival just getting 2600 points made my
arms nearly fall off there was so much chaos going on. Then I look at the global scoreboard, and my jaw drops at those insane
scores! I may be terrible at this, but no matter how bad you are, it's still a blast to play. I would recommend this it at $10, and for
$5? - Get the game. You will easily get more than $5 out of this game.

I do wish there was some gun progression like upgrades, boosts, etc - maybe there are later, and I just haven't seen them yet. I've
been mostly in Survival mode.. I like this route and have had none of the problems outlined by others, however I still have issues
with it.
Any scenario that requires a stop at Caledonian Road and Barnsbury fails and here's why.
When you make the stop and open the doors there is no red timer bar showing in the HUD, as this is a scoring stop, no points
are given for making it. Thus at the end you get a scenario failed notice telling you that you failed to stop. So I tried the scenario
again, and got the same result.
So I tried another scenario, it also required a stop at the same station, again no red timer bar and thus no points etc.

Then there is the class 59 and its scenarios, and they are rubbish with absolutely no redeeming qualities. So I looked in the
workshop for further scenarios, and there are seemingly none; however since the search function in workshop is less use than a
chocolate teapot, there might be dozens, but I couldn't find them.

Then there's the issue of the AI or lack of it, even in the scenarios set at rush hour, the AI trains are few and far between.

So, a seemingly neat route with lots of possibilities that are poorly exploited and what is there suffers from the ever occurring
DTGitis, which is of course a full time aversion to doing something properly. No matter what route, there is always something
amiss.

Oh, and I did the local file check, uninstalled the route and the re-installed it, again a file check and it's still the bloody same.

There is no excuse other than appalling QC and a don't give a toss attitude.

For the record, I run the game with all settings set to maximum and have excellent frame rate; so these issues are not hardware
related.

As a route 8\/10
Play value 3\/10
Value for money 1\/10

As with most folks, I want my purchases to make me happy, I do not want them to be an object lesson in frustration and
disappointment as so many of the DTG routes seem to be.
. This is one of them "mobile games port for pc"

But this game is one of the better ports for pc, the gameplay is addicting and suprisingly fun!

I started playing it on pc, but later realised it is a grat mobile game for when you are traveling or just bored or even as a toilet
game, you get my point, it is a fun game for when you don't have access to any other game.

It has easy to learn mechanics and as mentioned before it is addicting.. This game is fun if simplistic, don't expect realism
though. But you really should just get the 3rd one instead.
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Fast-paced neon arcade game which is extremely addictive, has very fluent and simple yet unique gameplay and you can choose
your 2 favorite colors (in my case it is yellow and lightblue). Soundtrack is absolute fitting and awesome. Sad part is that it is not
getting the attention it deserves. Absolutely recommended.. This is just a fantastic game. I do recommend a gamepad. Spotted
Shark Studio has done a fantastic job at making a platformer puzzle game. If you dont trust me try the demo.. Awesome game.
If you like Adult Swim's "Off The Air" you will most definitely like this too.. Sorry, but I want my money back. This game is a
cuddly rabbit game, which is pretty nice in the first level. Getting to the second level you recognize that you can't get through
this without hating anyone who made it. I tried the same point nearly 20 times but jumping and walking is a difficult thing at
some points. if you press "jump" it can be that it works or you get an annoying sound or the rabbit jumps after 5 seconds. This is
pretty useless in a jump and run game.. Everything works but that's about all that can be said.
Aiming is a joke, bullets hit whatever is close enough and near the reticule.
Tedious grinding to unlock new mechs that don't stay unlocked.
Boring. Play Mech Warrior Online instead.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/_IQ7r_V-1_8. This is one of the most fun games i have ever played. I love the concept behind this game. It
has an amazing feel to it. It has a gently guiding story to it, and a calming soundtrack. My only complaint is that, even on low
graphics and on a laptop that can run 3d games like counter-strike, I get lag sometimes. This is a combination of FPS and issues
where interactive objects won't respond. I'm not sure if this is because it's programmed in ActionScript or because of the
particle count, but I'd love to see more work on performance improvements.. This game feels a lot like Bomberbam 64 and
that's a good thing! It works with the keyboard fine but a controller in this instance is much recommended.. this game makes
NO SENSE. Bullets flying.
Girls Smugging.
Trains crashing.
It's a good day to be in Gensokyo.

Cow goes moo,
Momijo goes awoo,
Doremy goes NOOT-NOOT.
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